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ABSTRACT
Online users engage in self-disclosure - revealing personal infor-
mation to others - in pursuit of social rewards. However, there
are associated costs of disclosure to users’ privacy. User profiling
techniques support the use of contributed content for a number of
purposes, e.g., micro-targeting advertisements. In this paper, we
study self-disclosure as it occurs in newspaper comment forums.We
explore a longitudinal dataset of about 60, 000 comments on 2202
news articles from four major English news websites. We start with
detection of language indicative of various types of self-disclosure,
leveraging both syntactic and semantic information present in texts.
Specifically, we use dependency parsing for subject, verb, and ob-
ject extraction from sentences, in conjunction with named entity
recognition to extract linguistic indicators of self-disclosure. We
then use these indicators to examine the effects of anonymity and
topic of discussion on self-disclosure. We find that anonymous
users are more likely to self-disclose than identifiable users, and
that self-disclosure varies across topics of discussion. Finally, we
discuss the implications of our findings for user privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Public discourse has been emboldened by the ubiquitous use of
social media, including social networking websites, blogs, and on-
line newspaper comment forums. Users can now share information,
express opinions, and discuss various topics of interest with a wide
audience through these platforms. This engagement often includes
self-disclosure— the communication of personal information to oth-
ers [10]. Online social networks and comment forums thrive on
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user-generated content and, therefore, encourage self-disclosure
[33].

Self-disclosure is generally considered conscious behavior, in
which users engage in pursuit of strategic goals including social
connectedness, validation, self-expression, relational development,
identity clarification, and social control [1, 6, 11]. However, there
are associated costs of this behavior to users’ privacy. Personal
information posted online becomes shared knowledge and may be
retained or shared downstream, in ways or by parties unintended
by its original owner. Understanding self-disclosure is paramount
to devising ways of mitigating these risks and achieving data parsi-
mony [23]. We note that while work on self-disclosure in seemingly
bounded environments (e.g. social networks [6, 23]) has shed light
on users’ motivations for and practices of self-disclosure, less is
known about user disclosures in public commentaries. In this work,
we address these gaps.

Following, we present in-depth analyses of self-disclosure in
a longitudinal dataset of about 60, 000 comments on 2202 news
articles from four major English news websites [5]. Inspired by
prior work on online disclosure and anonymity, we focus on two
contextual features that we suspect are related to self-disclosure in
public forums, namely anonymity and topic of a commentary.

Our contribution is two-fold. First, we provide an automated
method for detecting language indicative of various types of self-
disclosure, leveraging both syntactic and semantic information
present in texts. We identified 9 categories of self-disclosure, rang-
ing from users’ personal attributes (e.g. location, sexual orientation)
to subjective categories, such as opinions. Second, we use these
results to examine the effects of anonymity and topic of discus-
sion on self-disclosure. Our results indicate that users who have
greater anonymity are more likely to self-disclose online, and that
self-disclosure varies for different topics of discussion. Finally, we
discuss the implications of our results on online self-disclosure for
privacy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study which
uses an automated detection method to analyze triggers of over-
sharing and personal information disclosure outside the classic
boundaries of social network domains.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we present related work in this area. Next, we provide
background and discuss our hypotheses. We then discuss a novel
method that we used to detect self-disclosure in online public plat-
forms, followed by validation of the method. The remainder of this
paper is dedicated to hypotheses testing and discussion of findings.

2 RELATEDWORKS
People engage in self-disclosing behavior consciously for various
intrinsic and extrinsic benefits. As disclosing personal information
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online has privacy risks, users try to maintain a balance between
self-disclosure costs and benefits. They utilize different media af-
fordances such as anonymity, audience representations, etc. in this
pursuit. Users’ self-disclosure decisions are therefore dependent on
these media affordances. Previous studies have used survey-based
functional models incorporating social media affordances to exam-
ine self-disclosure characteristics in social networking sites (SNS). A
recent study [9] highlighted the differences in disclosures between
private SNS and public SNS. The authors showed the roles of audi-
ence representations (bounded vs unbounded), and network charac-
teristics (size and diversity) in describing self-disclosure. However,
they noted the need for extending studies of self-disclosure to online
platforms other than Facebook and Twitter.

Anonymity, as a social media affordance contributing to self-
disclosure, has been extensively studied under the term online disin-
hibition [31]. Multiple studies have noted the positive relationships
between anonymity and self-disclosure in computer mediated com-
munication [16, 21]. However, the findings are not consistent for all
types of online platforms. For instance, Qian and Scott [27] reported
no association between increased visual anonymity with greater
self-disclosure. Similarly, Chen et al. [8] showed negative effect of
network anonymity on self-disclosure on Sina Weibo platform but
reported positive effect of perceived anonymity. These mixed find-
ings suggest that different online media have different affordances
of anonymity and therefore, the relationship between anonymity
and self-disclosure is dependent on media characteristics. In this
work, we study the effect of anonymity on self-disclosure in online
news commentaries which afford different levels of anonymity as
described in in Section 3.

Studies on self-disclosure have mostly relied on manual coding
and analysis of users’ contents primarily into broad categories of
personal information, personal thoughts and opinions, and personal
feelings and emotions [4, 14]. Personal information is related to
facts about a person while textual contents that convey thoughts,
opinions, feelings and emotions are subjective in nature. Each of
these broad categories may include several sub-categories such as
biographic information, property, location, family details, etc [7, 14].
In line with existing literature, we adopt similar terminologies and
consider two broader categories of self-disclosure namely: objec-
tive and subjective (See Table 1). Objective categorization include
factual information about a person: birthday/age, race, sexual orien-
tation, affiliation, money, relationships and experiences. Subjective
categorization includes categories related to internal states of an
individual: interests, opinions and feelings.

Automated detection of self-disclosure has been tackled by re-
cent studies [7, 33]. Caliskan et al. [7] created a supervised machine
learning method to detect private information in tweets through the
use of privacy ontology, named entity recognition, topic modeling
and sentiment analysis. They assigned privacy scores to each user
based on the percentage of the userâĂŹs tweets annotated. We used
a different approach as we rely on an unsupervised method to detect
individual self-disclosure categories in texts. Bak et al. [3] created a
supervised method with topic models and SVM to detect personally
identifiable information (PII) and personally embarrassing informa-
tion (PEI). Precision and recall for their supervised method of PII
detection were 0.23 and 0.21 while for PEI precision and recall were
0.30 and 0.23 respectively. In comparison, our unsupervised method

achieved greater precision and recall across most categories of self-
disclosure. Further, Bak et al. [2] applied modified latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) topic models for semi-supervised classification of
Twitter conversations into three self-disclosure levels. They did not
categorize texts into individual categories of self-disclosure as we
do.

3 BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES
We study self-disclosure as it correlates to a few critical contextual
dimensions. Here, we discuss our hypotheses, and ground them in
relevant literature. The first dimension we consider is anonymity.

H1:Anonymoususers aremore likely to self-disclose than
identifiable users in online public commentaries.
Other authors have found that anonymity contributes to increased
self-disclosure both on- and offline [21, 25, 29]. In particular, pre-
vious studies have suggested that, emboldened by the cover of
anonymity, people may feel less restrained and express fewer inhi-
bitions [31]. Many online platforms offer some degree of anonymity
to users in service to freedom of expression [30], where the nature
of that anonymity varies across platforms. To comment within
article commentaries, in most cases, users either need to sign in
to a commenting platform (e.g., Disqus [12]), provide an email ad-
dress (medium/high anonymity if a throw-away account is used
[19]) or provide links to an existing social network account (high
identifiability), e.g. Facebook.

Recent work indicates [32] there is a predictive relationship be-
tween anonymity state and perceived anonymity. Users intuit that
they are more identifiable when linking social network accounts
than they are when using pseudonyms. Our analyses consider two
anonymity states among users, representing pseudonym vs. social-
media-linked accounts. Following, we refer to users logged into Disqus
as “anonymous" and users logged in through existing social media
accounts as “identifiable". Our first hypothesis considers differences
in self-disclosure between anonymous and identifiable users.

H2: Users’ self-disclosure varies across topics.
A second contextual dimension that we suspect is relevant to self-
disclosure is the topic of a discussion. Public discourse in news web-
sites and opinion forums is topic-oriented. The news article or the
opinion column usually determines the initial topic of discussion.
Because individuals relate to content based on prior experiences
and feelings, they respond differently to different topics [33] where
self-disclosure is a subset of that response. Hence, we hypothesize
that users self-disclose differently across topics.

4 DETECTION OF SELF-DISCLOSURE
We anchor our approach for detection of traces of self-disclosure
in an opinion extraction technique [17], wherein opinion, opinion-
holder and the opinion topic are extracted. However, our goal is not
limited to detection of subjective language (opinion). We intend to
detect objective language pertaining to self-disclosure as well. To
do so, we leverage both the semantic and the syntactic resources
in a sentence. The intuition is that a self-disclosing sentence has
self-reference1 as a subject or the object of reference is the self.

1We do not consider any indirect forms of self-disclosure with no explicit self-reference
in the text and we do not detect the degree of self-disclosure
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Table 1: Description of categories of self-disclosure used as instructions for labelling survey

Language Categories Description

Objective

Birthday/Age Sharing one’s own birthday information or references to own age.
Race Sharing one’s own race such as being black, white, Hispanic, etc

Sexual Orientation Sharing one’s sexual orientation and identity such as being straight or LGBT. Includes marital status
Location Sharing one’s own location such as town, city, states, proximity to a landmark, etc

Affiliation Sharing one’s nationality, religion, political affiliation, loyalties to groups and brands of a certain
nationality, etc

Money Sharing one’s own financial worth, monetary values of property, plans/goals related to money, etc
Relationships Sharing information about the family composition such as having children, brothers, sisters, etc

Experience Sharing past experiences of events, habits, work-life, etc. Includes positive or negative experiences
and recollections of any past events or memories

Subjective
Interests Sharing one’s own hobbies and interests, including pastimes, favorites, tastes in music, movies, and

books. Includes disclosures about pets, as well.

Feelings Expressions of deep personal feelings, including humiliation, desires, anxiety, depression, fears, pain,
and beliefs which most people would likely disclose only to a friend or family

Opinion
Discussing one’s own opinions, attitudes, and beliefs about current and/or historical events that one
is NOT relating to personal experience. Includes views on government, trends, specific events in
entertainment/sports, religion, etc.

- Other Personal information about the author is revealed but can’t be categorized in any categories
- None No information about the author revealed

Presence of first person pronouns is generally considered as linguis-
tic markers for self-disclosing texts [15]. Moreover, several studies
have used presence of first person pronouns as a prominent feature
in determining self-disclosure in online contents [2, 11, 33].

The categories of self-disclosure as shown in Table 1 are distin-
guished based on related named entities present in the sentence in
the vicinity of related verbs. For instance, anyone disclosing where
he/she lives uses sentences with verbs related to location like live,
stay, etc together with the place where they live. A typical example
would be the sentence "I live in Pennsylvania". In this scenario, the
author of this text includes the place of living (a location entity)
and the verb "live" (related to location) with reference to the self
(use of "I"). Hence, our method identifies self-disclosure categories
in text through the knowledge of subject, verb, object and named
entities. The overall method of detection and categorization of self-
disclosure consists of four phases: (1) dictionary construction, (2)
subject-verb-object triplet detection, (3) named entity recognition
and (4) rule based matching.

4.1 Category Specific Dictionary Construction
We constructed a vocabulary of verbs often associated with the dif-
ferent categories of self-disclosure. The dictionary consists of verbs
used in a labeled dataset from a study of self-disclosure in Airbnb
profiles [22]. The dataset consisted of 5248 annotated sentences
from 1234 user profiles. Each sentence was categorized into one or
many of the eight categories. We extracted the frequent root verbs
from sentences categorized into categories of work or education,
origin or residence, travel, interests and tastes, and relationships to
construct dictionaries of verbs associated with our categories. The
dictionaries also consist of additional verbs manually added to aid
in the categorization. We constructed multiple dictionaries of verbs:

subjective (36), location (21), affiliation (20), , money (12), birth-
day/age (3), and race and sexual orientation (1). We also created
additional dictionaries of attributes for categories of relationships,
race, and sexual orientation. Specifically, names of different racial
groups, types of sexual orientation and types of social and family
relationships were compiled to create these individual dictionaries.
We used these dictionaries as entities for the aforementioned three
categories.

4.2 Subject, Verb and Object Extraction
We used the Python package Spacy based subject verb object ex-
traction2. The implementation was adapted and modified to suit
our goals. The subject, verb and object extractor takes text as in-
put, pre-processes the text, splits it into individual sentences and
further splits a sentence into individual clauses if present. Text
pre-processing includes expanding the contractions such as "I’m" to
"I am". Each clause in a sentence passes into the dependency parser
and all the verbs are extracted. The dependencies or the syntactic
relationships between other tokens in the clause with the verbs is
used to determine the subject and objects in the text. Our method
was aware of the passive voice and negation in sentences.

4.3 Named Entity Recognition
We attribute the presence of "real-world object" called a named en-
tity like a location, nationality, etc in a sentence as a distinguishing
feature among different categories of self-disclosure. We used a
model3 trained on OneNotes corpus, which can detect about 18 dif-
ferent types of entities4. Entities of DATE and CARDINAL (number)
were used for birthday/age category. Location related entities such
2https://github.com/NSchrading/intro-spacy-nlp/blob/master/subject_object_
extraction.py
3https://github.com/explosion/spacy-models/releases//tag/en_core_web_lg-2.0.0
4Details about entities: https://spacy.io/api/annotation
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as GPE, FAC and LOC served as distinguishing entities for location
category while NORP (Nationalities or religious or political groups)
distinguished affiliation category in our categorization scheme.

4.4 Rule Based Matching
Overall, the self-disclosure categorization scheme remained sim-
ilar for all the objective categories. Self-reference with presence
of specific category related verb and appropriate named entities
signaled self-disclosure in text. As the proximity of named entities
in the sentences vary according to sentence construction, we added
a proximity window of up to five words on either side of verb to
effectively detect specific categories. It is useful in removing false
positives as in case of sentence like I have countless arguments with
seemingly educated people in many countries on why Singapore works.
Here, all the attributes for location disclosure such as matched verb
"have" with location entity "Singapore" and subject "I" are present
but the proximity check prevents it’s categorization into location
category. Similarly, we added a proximity window of three words
between subject and verb. It should also be noted that we do not
include any named entities in the categorization scheme for subjec-
tive categories like personal interests, opinions and feelings. Such
categories are solely based on presence of first person pronouns
and verbs often used in expression of subjectivity.

5 VALIDATION OF METHOD
In this section, we describe process we used to validate our method
of detecting and categorizing self-disclosure from user comments.

5.1 Dataset
Our work uses a dataset of user comments on news websites ob-
tained from authors of the paper [5]. It consists of 309319 comments
on 52260 news articles crawled from 10 selected news websites over
a three month period. We constructed a smaller subset of the data
by considering four news websites from majority native English
speaking nations: ABC News, CNBC, The Huffington Post and
Techcrunch. The time period of the contents was between March
and August 2015. We cleaned the data by removing duplicates and
comments with no readable text. In total, there are about 59249 com-
ments from 22132 users (14219 identifiable and 7913 anonymous).
As described in the earlier section, we differentiate anonymity states
based on the account people use to comment on news websites.
Commentors on The Huffington Post and Techcrunch used Face-
book profile as their identity on these news websites. The users
of CNBC and ABC News used Disqus accounts. Accordingly, we
consider the users who commented on The Huffington Post and
Techcrunch as identifiable and the rest as anonymous. The data con-
sisted of 2202 news articles: The Huffington Post (1136), Techcrunch
(119), CNBC (421) and ABC News (526). The anonymous users had
higher average number of comments (4, SD = 10.85) than identifiable
users (1.94, SD = 2.82).

In order to validate our method, we categorized all the comments
using the method described earlier in the paper. Because the data
consisted of numerous comments with incomplete sentences and
imperative sentences (with no subject), we sampled the dataset after
categorization. If we sampled before categorization, the sample size

required to include samples of all the relevant categories of self-
disclosure would be large. Hence, we performed stratified random
sampling only after categorization.

The categorization scheme used here generated multi-label clas-
sification for each comment as any comment may contain different
types of self-disclosure (including no self-disclosure category). We
converted multi-label data into multi-class before sampling. We
sampled 200 comments from each class and any class with number
of samples less than 200 included all the examples of that class in
the overall sample. In this way, we represented all types of examples
in the final sample of 3516 comments.

5.2 Labeling
We used the crowd-sourced platform Amazon Mechanical Turk to
obtain labels for our sample data. The labeling task was conducted
under IRB protocol "STUDY00010405" approved by the Penssylva-
nia State University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). Detailed
instructions were given to the labelers about different categories of
self-disclosure. Moreover, we included an example of categorization.
Each comment was labeled by three different workers into atleast
one of the categories in Table 1. To ensure the quality of labels and
to ensure that the recruited workers read instructions carefully,
the workers were required to answer an attention check question
similar to the instructional manipulation check in the paper [26].
We rejected about 8.2% of the responses from the crowd-sourced
workers failing the attention check.

We used Gwet’s AC1 [13] as a reliability metric for the labeled
data. Categorization scheme that classifies a comment into one or
many categories of self-disclosure was treated as a group of binary
classifiers: one binary classifier for presence/absence of a particular
category of self-disclosure. We dropped the category of "organiza-
tion" because of poor reliability. This category was related to the
disclosures of one’s workplace, school, membership in any organi-
zation, following of sports teams and ownership of properties of a
certain brand. Overall, we observed good agreement among label-
ers: birthday/age (96.5%), race (97.7%), sexual orientation (97.7%),
location (85.8%), affiliation (83.5%), money (89.3%), relationships
(89.2%), experience (62.9%), interests (93.6%), feelings (81.4%), other
(74.1%) and none (70.5%). Also, considering a single label for self-
disclosure presence or absence in the text, the reliability score was
70.5%. For each comment, final labels (one or many) were obtained
through majority voting. 9.76% of total number of comments did
not have a consensus among the labelers.

5.3 Performance of Method
We evaluated the categorization scheme by comparing the crowd-
sourced labels against the labels from the algorithm. Performance
metrics were calculated only for 3174 comments which had final
labels obtained through consensus among multiple labelers. We
consider a comment to be self-disclosing in nature if it contains any
one of the categories of self-disclosure (except Other) and if None, it
is considered as not self-disclosing in nature. Overall, the precision,
recall and F1 scores were 98, 89 and 93 respectively. Individual cate-
gories’ classification performance metrics are summarized in Table
2 with a combined subjective category. We merged the categories of
interests, opinions and feelings as a combined subjective category
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because unlike objective facts about a person, the subjectivity in
interests, opinion and feelings are difficult to distinguish and detect.
As pointed out in [24, 34], "because subjectivity is a feature of a per-
son’s mind, it is not open to objective observation or verification".
Hence, distinguishing between individual categories of subjective
language is a task not in purview of our work.

Table 2: Performance metrics for categorization

Category (Support) Precision Recall F1-Score
Birthday/Age (37) 19 43 26

Race (21) 46 62 53
Sexual Orientation (13) 50 62 55

Location (188) 26 70 38
Affiliation (106) 27 42 33
Money (150) 50 23 31

Relationships (206) 36 82 50
Experience (464) 29 50 37

None (97) 15 28 19
Subjective: interests,

opinions and feelings (2383) 76 73 74

Overall self-disclosure 98 89 93

6 RESULTS ON HYPOTHESIS TESTING
We performed multiple tests to examine two specific hypotheses
as described in detail in section 3. In this section, we present the
statistical results of our hypotheses tests.

6.1 H1: Anonymity and Self-Disclosure
We tested our first hypothesis, namely, that anonymous users are
more likely to self-disclose than identifiable users. We considered
only those comments in a commentary which did not have any self-
disclosing comments within five5 preceding comments, in order
to remove any peer effects (peer influence). We aggregated com-
ments by user, obtaining histories of comments for 12, 936 users—
5218 anonymous and 7718 identifiable. We labeled users who self-
disclosed in at least one comment self-disclosing. A Chi-squared
test revealed that self-disclosure was significantly associated with
anonymity [χ2 (1) = 59.538 , p < 0.001]. Binary logistic regres-
sion showed that anonymous users were more likely (1.366 times,
p < 0.001) to self-disclose than identifiable users, adding support
to H1.

Beyond absolute presence/absence of self-disclosure, we were
also interested to see if there was a difference in frequency of self-
disclosure between users of different anonymity states. Because
users with higher number of comments have higher opportunities
of self-disclosure, we suspected to see a difference in proportion
of self-disclosure between two groups. Hence, we balanced the
dataset for the average number of comments (2.91) for both user
groups of different anonymity states. Specifically, we created a
subset with total of 9468 users and comprising of 4734 identifiable
and 4734 anonymous users. Stratified random sampling across strata
5We used five comments only because users are more likely to read only few preceding
comments either the most popular ones or the most recent ones [20]

Table 3: Top five topics from topic model with frequent key-
words

Topic Keywords
Crime & Police

Shootings police, cop, people, kill, officer, shoot, death

Economy &
Finance

money, tax, pay, people, government, wage,
year

Security &
Terrorism

people, war, kill, american, isis, fight,
country

Technology apple, watch, good, phone, time, car, people

Politics people, time, hillary, country, vote, good,
party

of different number of comments was done to create this balanced
data. We conducted a Mann-Whitney U test to test the differences
between the two independent groups of anonymity states in terms
of proportion of self-disclosure. The mean rank of proportion of
self-disclosure was higher for anonymous users than identifiable
users [U=11632245, p < 0.001], confirming our hypothesis.

In the next section, we further explore these findings on the
effects of anonymity on self-disclosure by accounting for topic of
conversation.

6.2 H2: Topics and Self-Disclosure
In order to validate our hypothesis about the effect of topics on self-
disclosure, we first pre-processed our dataset for topical extraction.
We performed topical modeling of users’ comments using a Python
wrapper6 for LDA mallet. To get an optimal number of topics, mul-
tiple topic models were created with number of topics varying from
1 to 200. We used coherence score [28] as a measure of quality and
interpretability of the topic models. Subsequent analysis revealed
the best topic model with 20 topics and coherence score of 0.358.
In this topic model, topics on related discussions were merged. For
instance, two topics related to politics were merged into one. In this
way, we merged similar topics to obtain 15 clear and distinct topics.
Examples of some topics are shown in Table 3. Each news article
with the associated comments were assigned the most dominant
topic from topic model.

We used Kruskal-Wallis H test [18] to examine if users disclose
about themselves differently for different topics. Kruskal Wallis H
test is a non-parametric version of one way ANOVA and therefore,
it is applicable to test our data (non-normal) for differences in pro-
portion of self-disclosing users across 15 topics. Results showed
that there was a statistically significant difference in proportion
of self-disclosing users between the different topics of discussion
[χ2 (16) = 29.928 , p < 0.05], confirming our hypothesis. Statistical
significant differences were also observed for topics in proportion
of users disclosing birthday/age, location, affiliation, relationships,
money and experiences categories (each p < 0.001). We discuss the
implications of these results in section 7. We refined the analysis to
examine the effect of topic of discussion on the relationship between
anonymity state and disclosure behavior. Multiple Mann-Whitney
U tests were performed to test if the proportion of self-disclosure

6https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/wrappers/ldamallet.html
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Figure 1: Average proportions of self-disclosing users per
category across topics

for users differs within topics for different anonymity states. No sig-
nificant differences were found after Bonferroni correction. Hence,
the results show that the topic of discussion has no effect on the
relationship between anonymity states and self-disclosing behavior.

7 DISCUSSION
In this study, we were able to detect language patterns of self-
disclosure with differentiation into pertinent categories at reason-
able accuracy levels. Because past studies on automatic detection of
self-disclosure focused on supervised classification of levels of dis-
closure rather than unsupervised categorization of self-disclosure
language [2, 7, 33], we cannot make like to like comparisons of our
method’s performance. Inherently, the task of detecting nuances of
self-disclosure language is complex, even for humans as revealed
by the agreement statistics between human annotators (See Section
5.2).

We used our categorization scheme to label users’ comments in
the experimental dataset. In general, our findings confirmed our first
hypothesis: users who have higher anonymity state are more likely
to self-disclose than identifiable users. The effect of anonymity as
such to encourage or increase self-disclosure has been observed in
social networking sites [8, 21] and our results show it is consistent
even in online news commentaries.

Regarding the second contextual factor, topic of discussion, we
found that proportion of self-disclosing users varied for different
topics. Self-disclosing users’ proportions across many individual
categories also varied across topics (See Figure 1). Specifically, we
observed discussions related to economy and insurance had the
highest proportion of self-disclosing users. The two most relevant
articles, as assigned by topic model to this topic, were centered
around health-care policy. We observed many users shared their ex-
periences and financial information, e.g. regarding health insurance,
and note that this is reflected in the high proportion of users dis-
closing experiences and money-related information. Disclosures of
specific categories in the context of certain topics are intuitive. For
instance, highest proportion of users disclosed their relationships
in the context of discussions about family and health. While we
did not pursue specific hypotheses related to patterns of disclosure

across topics, the findings here warrant further research in this
regard. These results suggest the importance of context provided
by the topic of discussion [33] of self-disclosure in SNS.

Our study on self-disclosure behavior has several implications.
First, the results show that the online dis-inhibition actively drives
responses from users on online news commentaries. Users utilize
the affordances of anonymity provided by the online platform to
exercise self-expression, especially subjective opinions and feelings.
Hence, there are design implications for platforms to afford some
levels of anonymity to maintain users’ intimate participation in
expression of opinions and feelings.

Second, the use of automated methods like ours to detect per-
sonal information in public comments highlights potentially hidden
privacy threats. Users may be aware of the risks of disclosing too
much in single comments (even with relative anonymity) and yet
may be oblivious to the use of longitudinal aggregation of disclosed
information. With close to 60,000 public comments over about 22k
users, aggregated disclosures for each user revealed multiple cate-
gories of personal information. The ratio of number of anonymous
users to number of identifiable users disclosing personal informa-
tion increased with increase in number of categories disclosed. We
found that higher number of users (48) disclosed four or more cat-
egories of personal information as compared to identifiable users
(34). For example, multiple users disclose information about birth-
day/age and location. This can lead to unique identification, even if
the users sign themselves with a truly random id. If such detection
methods are carried out at larger scales in publicly available data
(like public comments), we believe user profiles with sensitive infor-
mation can be created and even anonymous users may be identified.
Beyond loss of anonymity, aggregated personal information can be
used by adversaries for malicious purposes.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented a novelmethod of detecting self-disclosure
within commenting platforms online. We then examined two con-
textual factors contributing towards self-disclosure in online news
commentaries: anonymity and topic of discussion. Using a dataset
of user comments on online news commentaries, we tested and con-
firmed our hypotheses regarding these contextual factors. Specifi-
cally, our findings showed that anonymity elicits self-disclosure in
online public comments. Additionally, context as specified by topic
of discussion results in more likelihood of self-disclosure. Lastly, we
provide implications of our results on online privacy. Self-disclosure
behavior exhibited over time is perilous to user’s privacy.

We see this work as a first step toward a more comprehensive
study on online self-disclosure and the context within which it oc-
curs. Our approach on automated self-disclosure detection is limited
by the category-specific dictionaries. Also, albeit comprehensive,
our taxonomy on self-disclosure categories is not exhaustive; there
are several other categories of personal information revealed by
online users. Further research is warranted in these areas.
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